Deliver tailored training to improve employee performance, retention, and engagement.

Organizations are challenged with delivering relevant learning and training programs that align business strategy with the growing expectations of today’s modern workforce. With the shortage of critical skills and poor employee engagement, management teams struggle with not only improving their workforce’s productivity, but also with developing and retaining top performers. To stay competitive, organizations must develop a continuous learning strategy that inspires their workforce.

Cornerstone Learning boosts employee performance by delivering a tailored learning experience for your workforce. Address specific skill gaps and compliance requirements with our collaborative learning initiatives, guided curricula, and certification paths. Our robust solution delivers rich e-Learning experiences, mobile learning, certifications, Instructor-Led Training (ILT) administration, virtual classroom sessions and functional content management.

Improve Training Development and Delivery

Move your organization forward by delivering relevant, tailored training to equip your workforce with critical skills and ensure compliance. Select from our robust library of top-tier content or upload your own.

Foster Collaborative Learning

Offer contextual and cohesive training experiences with collaborative tools that blend formal and informal learning approaches. Foster peer-to-peer knowledge sharing to increase organizational effectiveness and social collaboration.

Drive Employee Engagement

With integrated social features from points and badges to a leaderboard, go beyond delivering training to rewarding and recognizing top learners. Inspire a culture of continuous learning and development.
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Go beyond ensuring compliance to fostering a culture of continuous learning with modern, mobile-ready training.

**Learning Management**
- Offline player and course publisher
- Mobile learning and video streaming
- xAPI on Learning Transcript
- LCMS developer license
- Access to over 30,000 learning titles

**Social Collaboration**
powered by Cornerstone Connect
- Groups, communities and cohorts
- Networking and peer-to-peer knowledge sharing connect dispersed employees
- Document management
- Rich user profiles, status updates and live feed views

**Instructor-Led Training**
- Event administration
- Provider/vendor management
- Virtual classroom integration
- Automated registration and roster administration
- Points and badges to reward top learners

**Compliance and Certification Management**
- Compliance management
- Forms management
- Custom certifications
- Complete reporting and analytics
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